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Models

showcase GG by

Asha Gautam’s

collection

A model showcases Rajnigandha Pearls, flavoured
cardamom seeds, at the HT City Club Fashion Nights
2019 held in the Capital

Naina Arora (Left) received a token of appreciation from Fashion Design Council of
India (FDCI) president Sunil Sethi, for making models runway-ready with her
flawless makeup skills, bringing the designer’s collection alive. A sparkling salute
from Rajnigandha Pearls who believe in — ‘Achchai Ki Ek Alag Chamak Hoti Hai’

Acknowledging runway’s
backstage warriors

PICTURE OF THE DAY
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Discover new styles, freshfabrics and design details
with Cantabil’s women’s

wear collection — Crozo.
A perfect balance between

comfort and style continues to
dominate the collection’s
office-wear wardrobe. The
premium range of formal
suits, structured with the
perfect curves, uses fabrics in
both checks and plains. The
collection also has woven and
knitted tops, dresses, tunics,
wide-legged pants, denims,
kurtis and palazzos, reflecting
the current trend.
The use of superior

materials and cuts adds
sophistication and gives the
garments an office-to-club

versatility, which
means the potenti
to transition from
formal office types
an evening popove
Its appeal is roo

in easy yet stylish dressing,
oversized proportions of bell
sleeves — as sleeves are the
perfect vehicle for expressing
newness — flowy peplum
tops, contemporary prints and
stripes.
With ‘buy more, feel better’

sentiments increasingly
influencing the way people
shop, it is becoming clear
that freshness of design and
ease of wear lead the way,
areas where Crozo claims to
give you all. HTC

Easy yet stylish
wear for women
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s to
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Crozo focuses on delicate detail that
merges fashion with femininity

The
collection is
crisp and
comfortable
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Entertainment & Promotional Features

Designer Gautam Gupta and models showcase luxury prêt and fusion wear label GG by Asha Gautam PHOTOS: MANOJ VERMA/HT

P
resenting ensembles
thatmerge Indian
textiles andmodern
sensibilities, GGBy

AshaGautam showcased
their spring summer
collection atHTCityClub
FashionNights 2019 at
RoarNightclub, ErosHotel.
Structured jacketswith
skirts, dhotis, asymmetrical
tops, this luxury prêt and

fusionwear had silhouettes
and cuts formillennials. The
textiles used in the collection
include Chanderi, Brocade,
Kaitan Silk,Matka Silk,
MungaGeorgette, Bandhani
Georgette, Ikat and others.
Stiffer fabrics are used for

structure, whereas for dhotis
and drapes, fluid fabrics such
asmodal satin andBanarasi
georgettes are used.

Talking about the
collection, designerGautam
Gupta said, “ The collection is
amix of pastels, festive and
nude shades, and hencewe
used colours such as pale
blush, cameo rose, seedling
green, warm sand etc. As
mentioned, the intentwas to
give the collection a fresh
look so lot of experimentation
was done on the textiles. HTC

Millennial silhouettes and timeless fabrics define
this collection, giving it a fresh look
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Party-goers dance the night away PHOTOS: MANOJ VERMA /HT
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F
romgrooving to
chartbusters towitnessing
a stunning fashion show,

the 5thHTCityClub
FashionNights 2019made
Friday nights in the Capital,
nothing short of adventurous.
Another splendid, electrifying
night took place atRoar
Nightclub at the ErosHotel,
andwent on till thewee hours.
The glitzy affair saw guests in
their sartorial best, dance the
night away. HTC
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